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MATHEMATICS 
COORDINATIZATION OF COMPLEMENTED MODULAR LATTICES 
BY 
ICHIRO AMEMIYA 1) AND ISRAEL HALPERIN 
(Communicated by Prof. H. FREUDENTHAL at the meeting of January 31, 1959) 
l. Introduction. This paper is a sequel to [6] in which there was 
given a lattice theoretic coordinate-construction, valid in any complemented 
modular lattice L satisfying certain stated restrictions. That construction 
led to a system 9l which was shown to be a regular ring except that 
only a weak form of the associative law for multiplication needs to hold. 
This result is a generalization, in point-free form of a result of R. MoUFANG 
[7] who constructed an alternative division ring of coordinates, starting 
from any projective plane geometry possessing the "uniqueness of 
harmonic conjugate point" property. 
In the present paper we shall show how 9l can be used to coordinatize 
the elements of L. We shall assign to each element x of L a representing 
(i.e., coordinatizing) M-set, to be denoted M(x), consisting of certain 
vectors with components in 9l. These M -sets, partially ordered under 
set inclusion, will form a lattice, isomorphic to the given L. 
When 9l is associative it is possible to coordinatize L by using left 
modules of finite span as the representing sets [8, Part II; 3, 4; 5]; 
this is a generalization of the "homogeneous coordinates" used in projective 
geometry. But in the general case, 9l need not be associative and we 
find it useful to permit only somewhat restricted homogeneous coordinates. 
To be precise, we call a vector (<Xi) controlled if: for some i, "'i is an 
idempotent, "'i = 0 for j > i and "'i"'i = "'i for j < i; our M -sets consist of 
such controlled vectors. 
If 9l happens to be associative, our M-set consists precisely of all 
controlled vectors contained in a left module of finite span; but in general 
this is not the case. 
A precise definition of M-set is given in Definition 4.1, and our 
coordinatization theorem is stated in Theorem 4.1. In § 3 we show that 
of the restrictions on L assumed in previous articles [5; 6], some can 
be derived from the others. 
2. Notation. L denotes a complemented modular lattice with a 
1 ) Post-doctorate Fellow (of the National Research Council of Canada) at Queen's 
University, on leave of absence from Tokyo College of Science. 
il 
fixed normalized frame at, Cit(i*j),i,j=1, ... ,n2). Lii defined for i*j, 
denotes the set of elements x for which x E9 a1 =at E9 aJ. 
We shall suppose throughout this paper that n = 3 (in the case n > 4, 
ffi is necessarily associative and a coordinatization theorem was obtained 
by J. VON NEUMANN [8, Part II; 3, 4; 5; 1]. Thus the indices i, j, k are 
always 1, or 2, or 3. 
If i, j, k are all different, we use the notation: 
Pk: t x = (x + Ctk)(ak -r- a1) 
and in Lii we define multiplication by: 
x Xy= (Pk:ix+Pk:iy)(ai+ai)· 
3. Uniqueness conditions for addition. Suppose i*j, fixed. We use 
the notation: 
Z(x, y, p, q)={(x+p)(q+at)+(y+q)(p+aJ)}(at+ai) 
S(x, y, A, B)= {((A +x)(B+at)+ai)(B+y)+A}(at+ai) 
and for purposes of reference, we list the following conditions: 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
p+q=at+q 
q(a,+at)= 0 p,;;;.a,+q 
pa,,;;;.x 
a,+A+B:>x 
at(A + B +at)= 0= B(at+at) 
Aat=O. 
We recall that in [5; 6], in order to make possible a definition of 
addition in Lt1, use was made of the following restrictions on the normalized 
frame a,, Ctf: 
(WA) Whenever x, y are in Ltt the value of Z(x, y, p, q) is independent 
of p, q provided (3.1 ), (3.2), (3.3) all hold; then, for such p, q, 
the value of Z(x, y, p, q) can be denoted as Z(x, y). 
(WA)' Whenever x, y are in Ltt the value of S(x, y, A, B) is independent 
of A, B provided (3.4), (3.5), (3.6) all hold; then, for such A, B, 
the value of S(x, y, A, B) can be denoted as S(x, y). 
We shall now prove that these "weak uniquness of addition" conditions 
are equivalent and that each implies the "strong uniqueness of addition" 
conditions postulated previously in [5; 6] in order to prove distributivity 
of multiplication with respect to the addition x+y(x+y=Z(x, y) =S(x, y)) 
in Lti· 
2) This means: 
a1 E£) ••• E£) an = 1; a; E£) Cij = a1 E£) C;j, Cij = Cji; (Cij E£) Cjk){a; E£) a~c) = Cik· 
Here E£) means + but implies that the summands are independent; [a- b] denotes 
a relative complement (inverse) of bin a, that is, an element x such that b E£) x = a. 
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Theorem 3.1. Suppose x,yare in LiJ· 
(3.7) ( WA) implies: Z(x, y, p, q) >Z(x, y) whenever (3.1), (3.2) hold. 
(3.8) (WA) implies: Z(x, y, p, q)<Z(x, y) whenever (3.2.) (3.3) hold. 
(3.9) (WA)' implies: (WA) holds and S(x, y)=Z(x, y). 
(3.10) (WA) implies: S(x, y, A, B)>Z(x, y) whenever (3.4), (3.5) hold. 
(3.11) (WA) implies: S(x, y, A, B)<Z(x, y) whenever (3.5), (3.6) hold. 
(3.12) (WA) and (WA)' are equivalent and imply Z(x, y)=S(x, y). 
Remark 1. Since x is in Lif, (3.4) is equivalent, in the presence of 
(3.5), to each of: 
ai +A+ B = x +A+ B. 
For (3.5) and the fact that x EB a1=ai EB a1 imply: 
(at+A +B) +a1= (x+A +B) +ai 
(at+A + B)a1= (A+ B)a1= (x+A + B)aJ. 
Now the modular law shows that at+A+B and x+A+B must be equal 
if one is contained in the other. 
Remark 2. In the presence of (3.5), the condition (3.6) is equivalent 
to: A(at+aJ)=O. 
Remark 3. In the presence of (3.2), p(at+a1)=pai so (3.3) is 
equivalent to: p(at+a1)<x. 
Remark 4. Without changing Z(x, y, p, q) or the truth or falsity 
of any of (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) we can replace q by q+[1-(at+ai+q)] so 
that the new q satisfies q EB (at+a;)= l. Then there exists an element o 
such that 
To see this, let q; be the perspective mapping of [0, at+q] onto 
[0, at+b] with axis a1 3 ), where b denotes (q+aJ)(at+CJk), then 
q;(at)=at, q;(q)=b. Now let 1p be the perspective mapping of [0, ai+b] 
onto [0, ai+ak] with axis (ak+b)(at+aJ)· Then 'lfJ(at)=ai, 1p(q)=ak. Finally 
let e denote the lattice isomorhism q;-l"P-1 of [0, at+ ak] onto [0, ai + q ]. 
Then e(ai)=ai,e(ak)=q and e(ci1) will serve as the required o. 
Proof of (3.7). Let 
Then p+x<p+x so Z(x, y, p, q) <Z(x, y, p, q). 
3 ) [c, d], defined for c ,:;;; d, denotes the sublattice of L consisting of all k with 
c ,:;;; k ,:;;; d. If c EB h = c1 EB h we call c and c1 perspective and we define the per-
spective mapping of [0, c) onto [0, c1] with axis h by: cp(k) = (k + h)c1 for all 
0,:;;; k,:;;; c. 
Since x is in LiJ, so is x : for 
X+Clj=C+ (X -i-ClJ)(b +aj) =C+ b-,- ((j=ai -j-aj 
xa1 ={ c(b + aJ) --'- x(b + a1)}n1 = xa1 = 0. 
Also; p, q satisfy (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) for x (in place of x) since pa1 ,;;;c<;x. 
Hence 
Z(x, y, p, q) :;;.Z(x, y, p. q) =Z(x, y) = 
= {(x--'-- Cik)(aJ + ak)-,- (y- nk)(cik--'-- a1) }(ai + aJ). 
But by direct inspection, Z(x, y, p, q) > (x + pni)a1. Hence 
Z(x, y, p, q):;;.(x+c)a1+Z(x, y). 
Since (x+c)a1+x = c--'--(x+c)(n1+x(b-T-a;)) = c+(x+c)(b--'--a1) = x+c it 
follows that 
Z(x, y, p, q) > {(x--'-- c-"-- Cik)(nJ+nk)-+- (y+ak)(Cik+nJ)}(ai--'--nJ) 
:;;.Z(x, y). 
Proof of (3.8). Because of Remark 4 we may suppose ai EB q= 
=q EB o=ni EB o. Now let 
b= (p+q)ai 
p=p+c 
C= [ai-b] 
Pl=o(q+b)+c. 
Then x is in L 11 , as in the proof of (3. 7) and we now verify that each of 
the pairs p, q and Pb q satisfies (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) for x. Indeed, 
p+q=p+q+c=p+q-+-b+c=q+~, 
P1 -!- q = (q + o)(q+ b)+ c=q + b +c=q -+-nt, 
f!nt = (p -!-- c)at = c + pnt < c-+- bx < x, 
p1nt = c + aio(q-+- b)= c < x. 
Hence, Z(x, y, p, q) =Z(x, y, p1, q), that is, 
{ (x(b +at) +c + p)(q+ aJ)-+- (q+ y)(p+ c+ aJ)}(at + a1) = 
={ (x(b-+- aj) + c + o(q+ b))(q-+- aj) + (q + y)(o(q +b)+ c-+- nJ)}(ai-+- aj). 
By taking the meet of each side with p + q + n1 the element c can be 
deleted throughout. Now x(b-+- a1) can be replaced by x since 
x(p + q + a1) = x((p+ q)(ai-+- a1) + a1) = x(b + n1). 
It follows that 
Z(x, y, p, q)<{(x-+-o)(q+a1)-+-(q-Ly)(o+n1)}(nt+n1)=Z(x, y). 
Proof of (3.9). Suppose p, q satisfy (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) and let 
A= (p+x)(q+a1) B=q. 
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Then A, B satisfy (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) since 
Aa1 = (p-+- x)a; =xa1 = 0 
ai(A -'-- B +a;)= ai(q--'-- aJ) = ata1 = 0 
B( ai + a1) = q( ai + a1) = 0 
ai +A--'-- B= (p+q +x)(q + a1) + ai > (ai +x)(q+at +a1) ;>x. 
Hence S(x, y, A, B) =S(x, y). But 
S(x, y, A, B)= {((p +x)(q + ai) + a1)(q + y) + (p + x)(q + a1)}(ai-'-- a1) 
= {(p+a1)(q+y)-'-- (p+x)(q+aJ)}(at+aJ) =Z(x, y, p, q). 
So Z(x, y, p, q) has a value independent of such p, q and Z(x, y) =S(x, y) 
as required. 
Proof of (3.10), (3.11), (3.12). Suppose (WA) holds and that A, B 
satisfy (3.5). Let 
p=(A+x)(B+at) q=B. 
Then x(A + B+aJ) =x(ai+a1)(A + B+a1) =xa1=0 and 
Z(x, y, p, q) = 
={(A +x)(B + ai +x)(B +aJ) +((A +x)(B +at) +aJ)(B +y)}(at +aJ) 
= {A(B +a1)(B + at+-x) +((A +x)(B +ai) +a1)(B +y)}(ai+a1) 
.;;;;S(x, y, A, B). 
Now p, q satisfy (3.2), clearly, and 
p+q= (A+ B+x)(B+ai) 
pat= (A+ x)at 
.-;;;;A(at+a1) +x=Aa;+x. 
Hence, if A, B satisfy (3.4), (3.5) (use Remark 1), p, q satisfy (3.1), 
(3.2) and, by (3. 7), Z(x, y) .-;;;;Z(x, y, p, q) .;;;;S(x, y, A, B). 
On the other hand, if A, B satisfy (3.5), (3.6) then p, q satisfy (3.2), 
(3.3) and, by (3.8), Z(x, y, p, q) .;;;;Z(x, y). But in this case, as we shall 
now verify, Z(x, y, p, q) =S(x, y, A, B). Indeed "<" was proved above 
and equality therefore follows from the modular law, since: 
0.-;:;;a;Z(x, y, p, q).-;;;;a1S(x, y, A, B)= 
=a1{A +((A +x)(B +at)(A +a1) + a1)(B +y)} 
= a1{A + (A(B +at)+ a1)(B + y)} = a;{A + (AB + a;)(B + y)} 
= a1{A +a;(B +y)}= a1(A +aty) = 0, 
so a,Z(x, y, p, q)=0=a1S(x, y, A, B); and 
Z(x, y, p, q) EEl ai={A(B+a,)(B+at+x)+(A+x)(B+at)+aJ}(at+a1) 
=(A +x)(B +at +x)(A(B +a;)+ B + ai)(ai +aJ) +a1 
=(A +x)(B +ai + x)((A + B)(B +aJ) -T-ai)at +aJ) + a1 
= x((A + B)a1 + ai) + a1; and so 
iii 
S(x, y. A, B) EB a1 ={A.,- (A ~ x)(B-+- ai)-i- a1}(ad- a1) 
=(A +x)(A + B + ai)(ai+ a1) + a1 
=x((A: B)(ai+ct;)+ai)+a; 
=x((A-B)ap-at}-;-a;=Z(x, y, p, q) EB a1. 
Hence, in the case that A, B satisfy (3.5), (3.6), it follows that 
S(x, y, A, B) <Z(x, y). 
The statements (3.10), (3.11), (3.12) now follow at once. 
From now on we shall denote by (A), the axiom ( W A), equivalently 
( W A)', and we ·write (A )t; to indicate the particular i, j for which (A) 
is considered. If (A)ii holds, we write x+y for the value of Z(x, y)=S(x, y). 
Corollary. If (A)t; holds (for particular ii=j), Li; is an Abelian group 
under the operation of addition x + y. 
If (A)t;, (A)k;, (A)tk all hold (for particular i, j, k, all different), then in 
Li;, multiplication is distributive with respect to addition, and addition is 
invariant under the mctppings of Li; by Pk: i onto Lk; and by Pk: 1 onto Lik· 
Proof. This follows from [6, §§ 3, 4] and Theorem 3.1. 
We recall that in [6, § 5] it was shown that multiplication is invariant 
under the mappings of Lt; by Pk: i onto Lk; and by Pk: 1 onto Ltk, if the 
additional condition holds : 
(M)t; For all x, y in Lt;: 
(x+Pk :;(x Xy))(ak+ aJ) <cw'r-Pk :JY 
y +Pk: i(X X y) > (Ctj + pk: tX)(ai + ak)· 
4. Non-associative regular rings and the coordinatization theorem. 
From now on we shall suppose that (A)31, (A)32, (A)21 and (M)31 all 
hold for the given normalized frame 4). 
We shall call a system ffi of objects 0, <X, (3, ... a non-associative 
ring, or simply a ring, if operations of addition iX + (3 and multiplication 
iX(3 are defined such that ffi is an Abelian group under addition, and 
multiplication is right and left distributive with respect to addition. 
A ring ffi is called right regular if for each iX there is a (3 such that iX(3 
is idempotent and ( <X(3)iX = iX; ffi is called left regular if, for each <X, there 
is a b such that (JiX is idempotent and iX(OiX) = iX; ffi is called regular if it 
is both right regular and left regular. 
In a ring ffi, the element [iX, (3, o] = (<X(3)o- <X((3o) is called an associator. 
An element o is called associating if [iX, (3, y] = 0 whenever at least one 
of iX, (3, y coincides with b. ~1 is called idempotent-associative if every 
idempotent in ffi is associating. ffi is called alternative if [iX, (3, o] = 0 
whenever any two of iX, (3, o are equal. 
4) It turns out, as a result of the coordinatization theorem, that if these conditions 
hold for one normalized frame a1, a2, aa, c12, C2a, ca1 they must hold for every 
normalized frame. This will be shown in [2]. 
6 Series .A 
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The construction which vi·as giYen in [o] applies to any complemented 
modular lattice L with a normalized frame of order 3 satisfying (A)al, 
(A)32 , (A)21 and (M)a1 and yields a ring ffi with the following properties. 
(PI): ffi is idempotent-associative, 
(Pz): ffi is regular, 
(P3): In ffi, (e<{J)y=e<({Jy) if any of e<f3, {Jy is idempotent 5). 
We shall show in [2] that every ring ffi with properties (PI), (Pz), (Pa) 
can be obtained in this way from such lattices L. 
Now, returning to the given fixed lattice L and normalized frame 
satisfying (A)a1 , (A)32 , (A)2I and (M)ar, we shall call a set of elements 
(xt1; i=l=j) a fratemal system if for all i=l=j, xw;;;;;at+ai and for i, j, k all 
different, Pk:jXij=Xtk, Pk:iXi;=XkJ· We call (xt;; i>j) an,. upper semi-
fraternal system if for all i > j, xwc:, ai + a1 and Pz:IXai = Xaz, Pz:aXai = XZI· 
It is easy to verify that if x <at+ a1 then there exists a unique upper 
semi-fraternal system with Xtf=X 6 ). A fraternal system (upper semi-
fraternal system) is called an L-number (upper semi-L-number) if XiJ 
is in LiJ for at least one pair i, j (then necessarily for all pairs i, j). ffi will 
denote the set of all upper semi-L-numbers. 
It follows from [6, §§ 3, 4, 5] together with Theorem 3.1 above, that 
Lai is a ring with unit with properties (P1), (Pz), (Pa) and that Lai is 
mapped by P 2 :3 onto Lz1 and by Pz:I onto Laz in a (1, 1) way preserving 
addition and multiplication. Thus, the L3r, Laz, Lzi are isomorphic rings 
with unit satisfying (P1), (Pz), (Pa) and we make ffi into an isomorphic 
such regular ring with unit by defining, for !X= (xi;; i > j) and f3 = (YiJ; i > j): 
e<{J = (XiJ X Yii; i > j). 
Now § 5 and § 6.1 of [5] are valid, without change, in the present 
situation. In § 6.1, an element Xi in L is called an i-element if 
Xi< a1 + ... + ai but x(a1 + ... +ai-l)= 0, and to each such Xi there is 
assigned, in § 6.2 of [5], a vector 
u(xt)=(-e<il, ... , -e<i,t-1, e'i, 0, ... , 0) 
(n components all in ffi; in the present paper n= 3). We note that this 
u(xt) is a controlled vector, as defined in § 1 above. 
Now we make the following definition. 
Definition 4.1. For arbitrary controlled vectors u1 = (e1, 0, 0), 
Uz=(!Xzi, ez, 0), ua=(e<al, e<az, ea) with all et idempotent and eie<t;=e<i;, 
5 ) We shall show in [2] that in the presence of (Pr) and (P2), property (Pa) is 
equivalent to (Pa)': ffi is alternative. Thus the rings constructed in [6] and called 
there "alternative regular" are more precisely "idempotent-associative, alternative, 
regular". The reader can verify easily that (P1), (P2) and (Pa) together imply the 
other property of ffi derived in [6], namely: {3cx idempotent with o: = o:({Jo:) implies 
cxf3 is idempotent. The terminology "alternative regular" ring \vas used by SMILEY [9]. 
6) See [5, § 4.15]. 
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the .111-set JJ1 =jVJ(ui, u2, u3) shall consist of all controlled vectors of the 
form chu1-+- (hu2 --i-- iiaua, with all iit in ffi. 
Remark l. In Definition 4.1, we may restrict iii to be such that 
(iii, ii2, ii3) is a controlled vector, without changing M(u1, u2, u3). 
Remark 2. In Definition 4.1, it is easy to verify that M(u1, u2, ua)= 
=J.~l(vb vz, ·u3) where 
V3 = U3- 1X32U2- (1X3I- iX32lX2I)UI 
vz = u2- aziUl 
VI =UI. 
This means: every M-set is of the form .. iJ1(ui, u2, u3), as in Definition 4.1, 
but with tX21e1 = cXaiei = aa2e2 = 0, i.e., the matrix whose rows are the 
components of u1, u2, ua respectively, form a canonical matrix 7). 
In § 6.2 of [5], an arbitrary x in Lis expressed as x=x1 + ... +xn with 
each Xi an i-element. Then to x is assigned the left module spanned by 
the corresponding u(xi)· We deviate here from that rule and we now 
assign to each x, the M-set M(u(x1), u(xz), u(x3)). 
Now § 6.2 of [5] is valid without further change and establishes the 
following coordinatization theorem 8): 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose ai, Cif, i, j=1, 2, 3, i=l=j, is a normalized frame 
for a complemented modular lattice Land that (A)a1, (A)a2, (A)21 , and (M)31 
all hold. Then there exists a ring ffi with unit satisfying (P1), (P2), (P3 ) 
such that the collection of all M-sets, partially ordered by set inclusion, is a 
complemented modular lattice, lattice isomorphic to the given L. 
Remark l. Suppose Lis a plane projective geometry satisfying (A)a1, 
(A)32, (A)zi and (M)ai with reference to some normalized frame (consisting 
necessarily of points). In particular, L could be the lattice of linear 
subspaces of any projective plane with the "uniqueness of harmonic 
conjugate point" property, as discussed by R. MouFANG (see [6, § 6]). 
In this case ffi is an alternative division ring (see [6, (1.1.2)']). 
Here the controlled vectors are the following: 
(i) n= (0, 0, 0), with M-set M(u, 0, 0), representing the zero of L (the 
empty set of the projective geometry). 
7) (rxii; i, j = 1, ... , n) is called a canonical matrix if for each i, rxii is idem-
potent, = ei say; for all i > j, eirxii = <Y.i1, rxii ei = 0; and for i < j, aii = 0. 
B) In [5], the statement (6.2.4) is misprinted. It should read: 
(6.2.4) If x has a base-decomposition x1, ... , Xn with 
u(xm) = (-am, 1, ... , -am, m-1, em, 0, ... , 0) 
there exists a base-decomposition :ih, ... , Xn of x and choices of u(xm): 
u(xm) = (-iim, 1, ... , -iim, m-1, em, 0, ... , 0) 
with the same em, such that the am, k form a canonical matrix and M(x1, .. . , Xn) = 
= M(x1, ... , Xn)· 
(ii) u= (1, 0, 0), or u= (o.:, 1, 0) with 111-sets, Jvf(u, 0, 0), .211(0, u, 0) 
respectively, representing points at infinity in :'IIoufang's description. 
(iii) u= (o.:, {3, 1), >Yith .M-set Jf(O, 0, u), representing the "affine" point 
(o.:, {3) in Moufang's description. 
A line in the projective geometry is represented by the .211-set containing 
just those controlled vectors which represent points which are on the 
line. In lVIoufang's description, a line is described by an equation. 
Remark 2. It will be shown in [2] that if ~h is an arbitrary ring 
with unit satisfying (P1), (P2), (P3), then the .211-sets of controlled vectors 
(o.:l, o.:2, o.:3) do form a complemented modular lattice L possessing a 
normalized frame ai, Cii where a1=.2l1((1, 0, 0), 0, 0), a2=.21f(O, (0, 1, 0), 0), 
a3=.2J1(0, 0, (0, 0, 1)), C12=.2lf(O, ( -1, 1, 0), 0), C13 = .211(0, 0, ( -1, 0, 1)), 
c23 =M(O, 0, (0, -1, 1)). Moreover, for this normalized frame, (A)31, 
(A)32, (A)21, (M)a1 all hold and our coordinatization procedure, when 
applied to this L, yields a ring ffi isomorphic to the original ffi1. 
Queen's Unive1·sity, Canada. 
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